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• · .... 
· Hybrid Fluidic-El~tronie_ Compgsition_Mete~ -·- .. · . 
!he _purpose of this work is to develop a method and buj.Jd an. ·apparatus 
.. - capable 0£ measuring the composition or· a water-methanol ndxture by me&Q.ts of 
·• 
--- ----:-:·--,----·· ------- .----hybrid. tluidic~lectronic devi~e. 1 
·--. 
. - The pl'ineiple of operation is based en the fact that the natural !re-
\Uency of fluidic oscillators of a given geometric contiguration·and. supply 
pressure depends on the derisity of the gas employed (1) •. By means of two 
-~-t 
--osc il] a tors (a reference one for 100% water vapor and another for the vapor . 
~ 
- ----:,--- -~--- -- -
mixture of unknown composition), two frequency signals are prod~c~?,--~~~---·-----------------.. ----··· ·---····---····--·--~,-----. ·----~---- . . to a beat detector which determjnes their difference. This technique is ...... ~- . .:.., ... 
. ,._, 
. 
. known ·as heter.odyne ac'tion, _ 
•·••--·---~·----- ·•" 
---• •a._,. .•. -
-
---- -
- ---- ----- ------------- __ , ...... - ... , 
. - .··-
' I 
This pne1matic .frequency ·1s eenverted to an electrical AC signal by 
means ot a pressure· te voltage· ~ansducer. The electrical frequenc7 is 
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that can be drawn between their performance (with pressure and nowvari&blea) 
··'.and that et conventional -electronic components (vb.ere variables. are voltage 
and Qllrrent). ·'J.he traditional.analogy between mechanical and eleetriea;t 
--·--------------- _________ SJ:ll~ms is gen~ally made for transientbebavior analysis and usually at the 
• • 




Laplace· operators •. In electr!)&Cous&s tor example, it is usual_ practice 
.. to simla te mechanical or electromechanical systems such as loudspeakers, 
with el.ectrical equivalent circuits and thus determine their frequeno7 re• 
sponse charac·teristios. '!his type ot s:lnJfltion is th• basis of operation 
,'."~ 
-- I 
ot the analog compu.ter wh.ieh ean give the response of any differential .. _ ·--------.!. 
. - • . .•• -· . - •....• '. • •... ·- . .. ••. - . • • . .. - . ---··- ..• •. • •. ··•·•· -
------------~---------. -·~----.. -----·-----.. -- ......... . - .. . --··· -
------'-----'---~-· • ..... 
equ&tion that can be stated in terms ot electrical operators (integrators, 
. ·. adders, ete.). But in the case ot the f1u~die deVice techniques 11hich are 
utilised in this work, the parallel can be carried out farther. Actual 
electrie •ircuit theory concepts and procedures 'can-·be used directly. 
Keeping certain, though very few constraints. in mild, the e:trcuit ... desipa-, · 
-------- --·-·- --- --- -~ ---- -- ----- ---- - - - --- --· - -- ----- -------~ 
- can-be done as though they '9re electrical. One can speak of nu:5die 
.. 
passiTe components such as capacitors, inductors, resisters and rectifiers · 
- -· ""!~ 
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:_ --~~-= ~-(equivalent to transistors). :Even: the newest techniques ot electrieal ,·- -~ . . . 
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.The pressure to voltage transducer is _a laboratory instrmnent, mere 
sephisticaud than the one used in the final circuit, It is 1-Jnear up 
---~------~---------to 1000 cps (which makes 1t suitable for the t:requ.enc:, range ef. the . . 
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and has a c:onversion constant of 2,5 volts/psi. 
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\ aigna+ f~om the transducer's electronic unit .to.the digital ,counter. ' , . 
Instrument Block Diagram.to Test.the.Flu:!dic Oscillators 
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· ~nalog &nd digital 9 ree-titier and capacitor). The- tiftal·deviee· used an 
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. integrated beat detector G.E. MBJ.l v;l.th similar characte:i-~s~cs, . a..s_ dis- · 
cussed "later. 
AW · 32 . proportional ainplitier 
-
DW J2 digital amplifier 




, . . , 
- . '.,.. .. ···- - -- - . - - -. - ·-~ - -,- -- . -. - . . ., -- -- -- -CF 32 · ._, ea~citer 
, ... ,,:, ;.•• ·,_,. 
Procedure 
.. -.- -~ _;;,,. ___ . - -~-·· _, .. --A fixed frequency ~s prod11eed by an improved os~illator (coupled 
..... ~~ ---·--~· 
-
through a d:lgital amplifier to make its output frequency independent of 
· . supply pressve,-- as the integrated model MV 11). A ftriable frequency .. -~-~- _________ _ -
_ .... ···-·---------····· -~ 
. . - - - - -· -· 
sign&l is Fod.uced with the pneumatic generator. Both ar.e fed _to the - ... , .. -· . . ~-
. ,. 
. 




action takes place. The output is :filtered through a capacitor (an RC 
circuit where the resistance is that et the lines)· and the resulting 
output is the frequency difference.· 
____ fhe_c_oncep~--Of-heter.od1Dhg--or---f.Nf111.eney--Jllixing, comcm-±n--radi-o- ,. 
. applications, can be used ~T&ntageously in '.tl\li~g. It is based en 
the fact th.at if two sinusoidal signals ot--different~-rrequencies are···--





- - - - --- ------_ .. ~.~ ~ -- ted into a nonlinear d.evice · (transfer characteristic nonlinem;) the - -- ,.,. " - ... ,-,.: ....... -· ·--. ·-·--·--· -.-------~. -----·--------·--------~ ··-··-· 
, 
-
_ .. · -~-.. ------~- .. -~·::>-c_"·~~------=:-:-:--ou:tpat is nde up of a series of terms among which there are those 
- - 1, __ 
. 
- - - - ---= ,~ --:-- -• - - -=-- -- "1-- .-- ,-
" 
--whose frequencies are the sum and the ·d.if'{•rence _ot ~e input tre .. . "' .. 
quencies. · A selective filter (in',.our. c•!• a· low pass filter). cui . 'I 
~· 
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~~1h_e _ trigonomevie- --baatment --is-described in detail ·1a (-:t-)--aml (5 ,-. -~--:r,,...___.._:t ~ 
~ ... ''. 
-·-- ---,"'----..:.t~-.--f-
·1 · Conclusions ,. - -· . . . 
The pertorma.nee ot the &JBtem is e:mell81lt since it is able to 
.. 
detect frequenc,7 beats 
el .. • 
as 1ov as l cps. 
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-·-- ·". ·: __ .- ·. ~-. - . __ . : .·.... . - - -.. ·.;--:.--:--;---·-
,'.: Using the s-.e set of instruments,~the pe;i-torm&nce- ~r-··~ proposed: . ·:~ ._ 
flllidic frequency to· analog conversion circuit ( ·, ,- was. tested. ~ -·-;;;. . - ' - -
. ;,- . 
.:; '' 
-·· .. 
. ......... - .. ~--·---~-.. ~-- ~ 
_· 
- ·. 
'tt . • ... 
·circuit shown .below is available in modular form as G.E. Mell. 1t~,O...s~· --- ----
tested with discrete components. 
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A.s desc;riibed in (_6 ),_ -~is circuit produc•• a steady sta~·-outplt ·-· ',,{t · ... -. . . • r· , ___ ....:._ __ -- ·-----~~--· ... 
,,· .- - . : ' . 
. 
> I' 
pressur@ 'which- is inversely proportton4l to the frequency .ot the input ' .... -. .. 
-···· --=------- --' ·-. ~ _-...::_·_ 
----~------ ......... .. 
signar.-. The-digital ampl~ier clips the input sign~l to p~oduce a square ............. -... -. . ...... · ·· ~ . . ~ 
.. - .... , .... ' .. •
" ' wave, so that the wave· form or the input signal is not c~itic&l-providecl 
\ 
' 
· ·. __ ~ __ it ~ a sufficiently large amplitude. The pr~po:r~onal ampljfier in- r , . 
. creases~ the signal strength and the inductiv~ shorting tube provides 
. 
' ' 
· . diff el"~~:ti•tie>n ... o:t the signal. . The signal is then · passed through a rec-. __ ,, __ -·------------ . ' . . -·- . .. . ' ' -···-- -··. - -- ----- _-----· 
- • "-,. ...,...=. .,-' 
- . ' 
.... -·------ ·-"-~-~-=c=•~, ........ _;__ - -- tit·ier and then averaged through a capacitor to produce a steady state 
. ' 
. ... ---~ 
" -. 
.... 
· output. Th.a slope of the. resulting output eharaeteristic can be modified 
by altering the.value or the inductance (changing the tube length). 
Lind tations 1 
. 
This circuit has three ~in disadvantages. Firlit, .it only perter-.,, 
.: .• 1,-.:.· 
.,-:,, 
... 
. ·- ------·-··-----··------. ---
- ---- ------- -- -
--- - - - - -
'·' 
------------- -- -· ·-·-----··-·····-----· - .·'... ___________ ....... . 
---·-aoove·- a -tre<tuency threshold of about 20 cps which makes · it useless for . '' . . . • ,, . . 
'I 
. --------~......,-,,-_--_ - :· - __ ----:-;-::.~·:;-.'.·.-·.·;••· •_;; .:_-; .. --:-~.-_.:'."-.• ~~ :.::=:.·.:-;::"'::."-=:'."'.""".:::-:·-"""":..::..-J::-.;:::.=,._._"":..,---·=·----. -~· -----.----•-------.---~- ,------_ 
--" ... "very l~w frequency applications. Second, its output is inversely pro-
-- - . 
. , . 
- ·--
-~-
-portional· ·to frequency which-- might call for an inversion for many appli-
cations. Thi.rd, for a reasonable value of inductance (tube_length} t,he 
sensitivity, as shown in· the following examples, is quite low. In the 
ea~e --~f __ J:}=6~ __ . __ range_of ___ ioo ___ eps-.. -~--l'ender--an--·output apau--o-r·--onJ:y 
' 
0.8 ])Si • 
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• 
,,. ______ .. __ --- ~---------- - .- --- -
Range of 1Pertormanee tor 1=6• long 
Minimum .. frequency 27 cps 
-·,:-· 
' Freq~E-!~~~~~----- ,' __ · _27-2.50 ~~ 
---------'-'~----'~-'-"-"--'-~-"----'--'-'--'-~--'-'--.:...:.:...-----:----
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----- --~ - ___ ·...:__ . ---.---'·--~-------···--
·:-
Frequency range 17-27 cps- 1·-;-:·· 
------·--h--------:--,-~-----'--:---------.. ------.. '"7"~--"""7--.---;-'C""'-..• -.--. ;--:-~,-. ------ ··- ··----····--·-·· -----·--······-·-··-- ···-. --·-····· -·····--·--·-"""•--·----- -- ---------------------.--- -~·--------------- ------- •:;, ... ----
... O.tput pressure 3.J-2.8 psi --~---~----· -·-·-·-_-: ___ ,. __ -·--·,----··. 
•. 
Sensi ti vi. tz 0,044 ps~/cycle 
. . 
,, 
.. , moms Though the sensitivity is higher than in the former oase, an inductance 
----- ·-----···--- ·-
- - ---~-----------· - ----- ------------ -- -----------------------·--------------------.---
--- ----- -- ------------;-------- - - - - -------------------- --- --
-------- ----
- --------·-------------
- - -· - --- ---- ----
-------------- -- --- -
-·--· ----------~---'-~.c..----------
· or·-L=s-re·e~-·-1ces-·11tt.1e sense. from a practical point ot view. ,. Besides, \ 
. 
the fr8Cr).VBDC1 span becomes extr~maly limited, 
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·----------··---· 
'-- ---·-· ----·· -
.. -- ',. ...... '~- , .. 
- ------- ---~--- . -- --------
------------··-- -- -
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-- ··-~~ _____ . __ · -2~_ ~lJ!is of the Measur3ng sntem. · Limitations, . ·Aiternatives •. _ . --:_--'--.:--.  ~--,.-';--· ~ 
- - - Proposed Ht!?rid ~ntem0 Cost !dyantages a Sensitivity Com;rison.- .. ~cc. - ,··a,.- ... ~.·-·--~~.---:-·-----·- -· . ·- . 
. ··' .·. 
. 
. ... - . 
- ___ · -·· -.. _· ··. ·~:-.-~-·-------
. . . . 
--... , ..... 
~~·i...,.,...,.. 
" 
· In. dealing with this measuring proced.ur~ based on the comparison 
· between simi·lar but only s1ightly different frequencies we timi that there • -- f 
• 
· · . is an inherent weakne$s, namely, ·the ac~urate measurement of very low 
· .frequencies (en th• .range ot 0-10 cps) which is· essential.tor good 
sensitivity. From the exper:iments p&rtorme4 in section 1;3 and from the 
Mnufactu.rer's otm 'specifications, we conclude that such low··rrequencies 
cannot be hanclled by a fiuidic frequency to analog circuit. 
On th, .other hand, in analyzing ·the respo•e of such a ~ircuit it 
should be noted that increasing frequencies produce decreasing output 
pressures, that is, the relation is,an inve~se one and. from graph (1) 
· not very linear. An average slope renders ,a sensitivity . ot Q. 008) 
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./" Analyzing the three elements in the tluidic4 :System it is obvious 
that the ~~~e~e1 "tf:!_ analog portion is th weakest. This limitation 
/ ' 
. / 









. hardware and the second ~th the measuring ~~_!q~~--i ts el!. _______________ .. _ ~---------·---~··------··-----·----------·--------- ·-··-------------------;/ ----------------·----------···---·----···------·---·------·---·-----------
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:, ... ,1,-, ··-
·. '-'- ·--=-~: .. ~-· -c-~~----~~----~-:-~sciU~tofs had te. remain nu;dic because. their princciple of operation'. 
-- r r-








' ;~-·-/the 1-sis of the ~ole measuring system.··- So any alternat,-yes had to /" ' 
. 
·-··--··· 
. . "'· .. ·- ·/ 
v' 
. · oe of a hybrid J:l& ture. . .. C' 
Onee the pneumatic· signals_ were produced, they could be processed -
--·····-·. 
. -
- .. -- ·- -~-.--,...-. :"":-""--~·.-·-· .. ~·,,-.····---·" 
--,-~_., ___ , _______ ----
· · . from ~!~8 . OJ;\ by means of · electronic devices• This WO~ have .~lied.-------:--~-----'-"-
---- ----- .... _,., •• ~ .. .t---·-··· -···=--=· ·~:_c__~~---------·-· --·-- --
., 
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I. 
C l r· I' 
. _ - the EIXperiment described in section 1,.2 show that the tlu:1.dic beat ' I: . 




__ , -,---- ---detector -has _very good res.ponse,----the ·electroni~ beat deWCtor. ·appeared.---~-_'. ... -~-------c-~~-_-----"---· · !~:. 
.. . 
. .. 
.,. . ( 
. f:J ------,-- ~-
-, ~ . . 
. ..... 
f:J ____ ------~---- _ __ unn~essary. . Besides, it a_ hybrid .system is to be used, it is preferable·· ~._,i' f 
k;r . . . i.. '.. -. 
to transduce only one signal rather than ~. · ·so a transd~er was p~ce4 
after the beat detector's filter. 
The .pressure signal at this point is a lov·treqllene7 signal since 
it is ~e difference of the two oscillator frequeneies. An in~nsive 
-~/ (,i 
fJ 








l?_. ,,:'t t1 
t11 
' .. , ----- -
.lf 
-- -- 1ow performance transducer ean therefore be used. Die electronic frequency·-----------------·--:--- l 
I~ 
· difference {voltage signal) was processed in an electronic f'requeney to DC 
'~ I , • . 
voltage converter circuit. The final. output DC voltage can be boosted 
very inexpensively to any desired va1ue. A similar amplification of the 
. . 








fl ~~ ~ 
t1 
W' ~ I I 
device. Besides, as ean be seen comparing graphs (1) and (4) the electronic . ·. .· 1 
' ' . ... . _ . .i'req:aenc7 to . DC converter shows a better -1.inearitJ ovv · the · range of· in~te·~---~----~- · 1 
-----------~--- ----,----.-_ ~- - ·flle second modification arose from the fact that even though it is I 
poss_ible t,o d.etect·frequencias. with electronic circuits in the 1--10 eps 
range, the circuits get invol.ved and expensive. Since the simple converter 
"• 
described in chapter 4 pe~orms with good linearity in the 10-100 cps range, 
_118 propose to establish the basic fi-equncie~---~~--~-~--~-~~~:14~~ -~----'UQD. __ _ ----,------------~-------------·------·-·----- ____ ,, ___________ ,, ______ ,, ________ . ·-· . ' 
... . 
----~--a way that when the same fiuid (steam)· is passing through them., they will· 
differ in 20 cps. 




flle only foreseeable dra~k to this approach is ·the calibrat;on ot ··· -L 
.. --~-----·--------- _' __ --·-- . 
(' .· 
. Nevertheless, as it is shown in ·section Sb, it is ·possible to use formula 
(I) and .establish the ~ppropriate de1-y 11ne lengths using a stamard 
gas, air tor -~l.~, ~'1;. :r~~- ~91prature. ---- . ---~---------~-~--~----------,---I'-------,-"------:-~----- -·-----·- ... - ' ---. --- . - -
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.! • . 
. _-····. ... . .... It should be noted that the trftsdueer:-··used-~: .. an .. interface. bet.en_.:-_.·-~·_---_--.·-_ .. :_~-· --1 .. ~---"=-====-=··-·.;_:__··--·----·-·-·· -· -~ --~-------
---- .· 
~--
- -~-, ""' . . 
• ·,_.., r "• 
,,. 
· · · . · ·-. -~:~pertorm&nce in chapter 4, .appendix ·r) ;wheN&s .the on® usecf tbrOUghout 
···:·th~ experiments dets@ribed- in chapter l is a labo:rr&toey instrument. The 
latter is a more mcpensive device with a good frequency response (up to -




. 1 kcps) but mast be operated with an accompanying electronie unit (Decker) 
which makes it impractica1 for this application. Its h~gh frequency 
. 
-··--. - .. - -.-_ .-- ------ ,_ - --- . --· -
·c- ---·:--.~ -------------- --~~~-.C~-~----~·--~as-ponse · though made 1 t -· a · very. useful · tool in -measuring· the frequencies 
. of the oscillators. 
On the other hand, the C.I.C. transducer· used in the· final circuit 
is a· cheaper unit- that requires only a DC voltage supp1y (batte~y) to 
operate. Though its performance is more _restricted ~ fr9C!uency, it 
"' 
has tlie advantages ef both cost and a higher input pressure capacity 
. 
' 
__ - -. ______ .· _________ onr the .. laboratory .. device--descr·iheti-·--above. -----Since-it ·is··only-expee·ted ·. ·.. _,. .-"·:--·· ------
_..=,cc:=c·--··,---~~------~-.-'·-----c-=te handle the low frequency differences between 'both oscillators, it 
is considered. suitable tor this application. 
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restrictions werE!_ taken ea-re of b7 a preceding square wave clipper_cireuit. 
This device deliYerea·soo mVolts (p top) square Wves' provided the i1ne 
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. . ·; ' Essentially the m .stage •• used . to prori.de, adequate impedance ··matching. · 
Some amplification was also obtained. 
An intermediate voltage amplifier stage (with an BPN transistor to be 
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_ to compensate for the atten1.1&tion eurve of the transdueer. · · . ·. . 
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- -~~~---·-·--- --· --- ~-----------~- - ·,---··--.:·- _,,'_ ., .. -:7- .. _, ._ A CIC (Computer Irrstrlimenta· Co~) -hessure ·transdllCer model 4000-, ... _;"-~--~~ ·~--~:1 __ ·:.-~, __ :_·- _ . 'V 
.. ' 
--~------- ser. no. 548ea2L, Range1 -0-15 psi, Resists l Kn. 
-_ a) With DC Bias +3 volts, R load = 10 kn. 
-
b) With DC Bias· +2:, volts, R 1~ = 00 (open eircllit). 
I . 
- ·:- ··-- --------· ~--- -------·--
- . 
----··-~---·.··· .. --
' - -- --. _----~=------ · ----- _ --- BC ·-·Bias and Load -
-- ------ ____. ___ _ 
In _a) the. dev.iee was teated with a· load of 10-~l2 and it •s found 
to have an Wcceptable .signal/noise ratio beyond -90 eps. - In b) it was _ 
tested- with a higher DC bias and essentially no load (open circuit - direct 
· . connection_ to oseillescope). The response us tOlmd to be noise free -
. '~ 
_ tbreughout the range of interest. Both from this exper:Jment and from the 
- ___________ . ____ ,..___ .. _____________ 
. 
- . -···-··--------···--·-·-·· ··---·----··"•-·•"··- •"•····-------- ·····- ·-····-----,.····- - ···--·- ------- - . . --- -----·· --- ..... _;. -·- ---- - - - - -- ---- -··· ··-. 
-----,·····---
---·1pecification sheets provided by .the manutacturer, it was decided to couple 
. .,. 
· -. the· transducer to a very high input impedance stage. This was achieved with 
a field etteet_transistor amplifier stage as a first step to handle the 
eleetrieal signal. Since this signal is further amplified (beyond linear 
i 
values well into saturation) this takes care of the attenuation produced .... _._- __ -·· 
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-~--·:.:=-·=-=~-:--.--.:;~:-·:··:-:--==~----·:_,-~--.- " , Both b~•ing~_DC 'voltages were obtaueti--froa-batteries ---~ insur-e that ·---._ ... ·•;,µ.,.·-~· 
.. 
-__ -_- no noise (60 cp&) would be ]ncorpor-ated. Previous· runs with rectified voltage -~ - • ' --- <"····· - -----~~~>J•".·-_ ... __ -----. ,- ·4::··- -· -- ·- .•.. 
- ___:___:_:;....:-=: _____ ·..:~--... - . ------- ------ . 
--
' .- · --_ -· sourc- showed_ that .60 eps noise· was very difficult to get rid ot and always 
interfered with the low · fr&qUeney air signal the·· transducer is handling. 








--- . that a well filtered voltage ··source, with. a 0.51, residual ripple would 
introduce a 5°" noise level. -- · 
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.Frf9U~nez·Response tor-the Elementary Circllit 
Input Levels 6 volts (p to p) &CflULl'e wave. 
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The saturation effeet appears when~-the output voltage approac~s a -~~.c<<~ 
value el~se to the supply voltage. If the frequeney range interest 
should increase, ·the. bias voltage should increase accordingly. A point -
should be made though not to surpass the valUBs tolerated by the transistors. 
-m-··-tliis·--a~ici~1on ·ease, -- where the ma:x:imun :frequency will be a fixed 
•, 
. 
· nwnber (for 10~ methanol), there' is no interest in extending the eapabili ty 
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~- • ~ 
"# 
t····-···---,~----~.--~--~-'."~---'.""-:~·-:.Gt· ··the -~2'trument .,, beyond tha.~ . value. Within the linear res.ponse range 'the--' :·~-·-==~,~~---- -__ ,c;,.,-=-=--~-: 
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' Objectives - Tn purposes were behind this exper:Jme:nt1 First, to test 
the performance of the integrated. eireuits (ml and MHll) 1n a simjlar way 
as was done in sections 1,1 and 1.2 for the circuits pertormlng _similar 
funetiims but bail.t out of discrete compon~nts. Second, te test the accuracy . 
-- - -~--- - ------ - -- - -- --· --- - - - - ----~ -- - ----- ~ --- -- - - - - - - - -- ---- - - -
- - --- ----------------
. er-the--sjstem iii-the -·aetection of · di:f:f erent gas de:nsi ties, a.sing a~ -as a 
_.-· ~Jeterenee ga~.. It is necessary to 1nsure this performance before attemp~ 
. 
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. The MVll··oscillator .is by its very nature pressure._insensitive, th.at 
<---is' the frequency ·does. not de~nd on the supply~ pressure' unl ilce. ~- .. 
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. 
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., ,._ .. .,· ..... -
. · · ·~--- -elementary osc~Jlator described in· section 1.1. · In order to-obtain various 
- ·-~ ___ : __ ·--· u.1.ues, th~ geometry of the oscillator, Wl!LS chang-,d (different delay Hne · 
_· ----~- - - -
lengths) and. thus, the tentative oUPV'e suggested 'by the. JN1a11fu-turer -1or--.· , · . ' . . .. - ,. . 
. . : 
. ~ ' ·, 
. ' 
'. 
ajr was checked; at sevenl points. (see graph 5). 
· - · .. 
Rmming·air through bota oscillators in the system, monitoring the 
' OUtput on the DC volt.meter and checking the output' frequency with' a fre"" 
quency meter connected to the transducer terminals, a response~urve for 
. ... _.. .... , . ....:...-
- ... ·-
------·· -".,-:"' ..... , _________ -. __ . ____ .,.. __ ,,,,_._ 
. ... ·, 
,,. ~ 
~Et c,omple~ ,11tea can .. be drawn, graph ( 6) , · (Fluidic · pac,kage-trmsaucer-- ··-----~----~------ ~ ·7.--.~ --•-- ···-----·--·-~-· -~----:------" " 
.. electronic unit). Runs were also ude using otb.er gases in both oscillators 
(carbon dioxide and helium) and tlie output. fell within experimental accuracy 
· on the curve plotted tor air, graph ( 6). 
When m:lxtures of gases were· used (sueh as ail'-co2 ). it was found that 
in order to obtain an acceptable signal it was necessary to reduce the 
- - ·-- .. --------_________ .... -----
___ - ---- - - - --------------
supply press~~-.in the .. oseil.lator-with·· the sample· gas witi''resp&Ct to that ------- - -- - ···-·· -···----·--- ···- ..•. --·- ---·· ------
·in ~the reference oscillator, which 'aiso feeds the beat detector.· If the 
/ 
· situation was reversed, the signal bec•me too noisy tor the electronic . il'~~f> 
circuit and no voltage output was obtained. The behavior of the beat 
detector seems to improve if' the amonnt--pf gas different to the one used. 
. ,. - \:\ 
as a supply is reduced to a minimum. 
., 
~ ' 
-------~;__----~~t·_._~·' -~----· -------------~ --------------- ----···------ ---- ---- ------- -- - ----------- -~-------------------· 
.. __ Conclusions 1 
. 
. .----1.he system's response is linear· and th~ _;r.,t~~<t ,ot-~~e:aei.ee····-W~gas:--:: -:---,-·-·~-~---· --··· -c,-· · _______ _'-:: .. _ •. ,, .... «.i------ ·--~--,- _.-:;_-:--_:---=·~--'--=·:.:.~-~~-. -·--------····-·, _----.,;.__. ' __ .,. .. -,,_ __ .,-·--------'------'" - ~-·- . --
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Delayl~.ne lengths and correspobd,1ng frequencies- tor a G.E. MVll 
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osci J la tor as specified !or dry air at 65F ,· 
0. 078 ID tubing. 
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. ,~sgple Ca1culation to -Show How the Device Satisfies Formila Ct) in an -~- • • .i. ..... e 
. - I). ··- - .,.. 
. . 
-\ 
... - . . .· . - ·__ ' ..--\ . ' .- ... ,-,.-· :.., .... 
•-.·. -· .. ·- -· ·_ ·: - _·, · Both oscillators are originally, detuned in. such a •7 that _.their· ... -·· .- . . •. ' ,. ' .:...,. 
• 
. 





-~ --~ ... , .... ~ ·-· .· .. ____ -·-'frequency differe~e 1s·· 25 cps··nerf iir is ·~101m through them, Their delay 
. line- lengths· correspond to .385. ·and· J60 cps respectively •.. If the supply ot 
· the oscillator 385. is now·made COi instead or air, its frequency will change. 
according to formula (I). The other oseil~ator reuined unaltered so the 
output fr~uency difference is now changed. In this particular case the new . 
.. -----·-------- -·· ----------·--·--------·--··------'-- --· . ·-· 
····output is 1,5 volts 1,hich monitored on the· frequency meter :indicated S8 ops. 
· (Using graph 4 it would be slightly more). 
The ratio between the originaJ.. frequene_y in oscillator 38.5 and the new 
one is thens 
fair -
-t co 
¥air .fco2 _ 
-
1,4 X 44 
l,J :x: 28,84 
/ 
2 t CO2 .fair .. 
------------------·-------~--, ... ---- ~---· - --··------:--;-:------:----:--. ------------·---·-----····-· ··-······-····-·····-·--·······------···· .... ---·---··--·---······-·····-·~-- --· --- - - - ------ -- - -------------------~-----· .,- - - - -- - -
,.,. 
. . / . 
J ,,· • 
. 
· So t co · = f air = :304 cps. 
2 . ·1.27 · 
'7-·), 
. . . 
~-~- -- •u, ·••.•••" 
0
.u •• ,.; .. •••·•.-•• .,, ----· , .. 
_ 
_ .. .- , 
:',":',-_-_;i,_...,;·.,.. 
. ,., .. 
.. , :.And the ·n:ew 'frequency. difference output is 56 eps.·, quite elose to th.e 
· measured value. . 
. , .. . .. ,• .. 
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frequen·cy 
lo 40 6o (cps) _____ .... ____ ._.. _ _._ ..... ___________ ..... _____ ~------.-------------.... .,. ·1 
.\., ..•. , 
- . \ .". 
. ',, .. 
. ~~ . .... 
. ·' 
-·--- ·-·-•·. 
- ---·- .. --:--,.----:-~· 
-• .,:.-.-.- I 
.. . '!J 
'• . 
·~. 
·. 40; ... . .. .... --~-. --
---~--
.,· r-" . 
• 
-------- --~. -~ ~~-_· ... --.. ---~~ · -:-~-~·-:--~~13j- -~---ealibrition~~for ~the· ste·•Methanol. ~~ 
- . hi'ru~"'..: . . - .-· .. -.-..: ..... ---- --
-- - ... 
.. " ~-~~ 
-·Tlie-j.,urpose '.ot'-tbis -s~eti~n is t~ determine the- appropi-iate ciela7 line'-. ·- ---· ·-.----------+-- .·- •····""'. . .. -- !t._ .. , •• -_----. --.-'>--..-.--· · ... --; -
,,. 
-
· iengtb.s for both osci~tors. It · should be noted that the calibration nm.st r -. - , 
... , -- --
--
. ~- ' 
-------~--- .. ~ 
......... ,, .. "d,,---··· 
------'--·-· _c ····· · bi- tor ~pors · operating -at high -temperatllres •. Sinee the determ:lnatio11 of. 
· the -natural frequencies is to· be e~ied out experiNntally, based on -the 
' . 
-Y . • 
' 
; 
· data supplied by the manufacturer fer air at room temperature (see· graph· S), · .. 
the necessary corrections xmst 00 kept in mind. 
. 
' 
, · We know t1uti_ the oscillator0 s. performance is satisfactory-at 400 cps·.: 
Tliis--:is a convenient starting point because it will .enable the transducer 
to work well. within its tolerance aa:1· at the same t1me will allow for ade-
(IU&te. sensitivity in the composition span. So the starting point is an 
oscilla-tr,or that will render 400 cps at 260 F when water vapor--is blown 
. 
. . ~ 
. 
through it. The necessary lengths if tested with air at 65°F are those 
.. ,.•·":" 
I 
which provide the following frequencies s 
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0.08 lbs eu. ft, X 1. l 
0, 0 lbs cu. ft. X 1. 
ta = tw = 400 . = 357 eps. 
------~-:-:- ~· -··---1-.-12------·· -------1.12------:--------·--·--;-~ ~.___.c..-----,-·~~ 
Where (w (30 psia.-300 F) = 1.315 
' 
·:.,. • •• ~· ... "'\ ? -- • 
.:..; • 
·--~·; 
= 1.12 80 
_(~I)_. -
. 





··----~ .. k -·-····,/" ----··. 
·---
fa (24.? psi~.-65.F) 
... ---.,,-_, - - -- .. · - -:::. ,, __ - - ' -.,. . . 





... -- - - ~- - -:-----~-=-- -=-=~---· -~ .. - -. 'ij,-
·. fw (24.7 psia.-260°F) = ·--0.06 lbs./cu. tt ...... ----· ..............- -~-----(-~}~-~~--· . -· ... ' 
. - ·-·· ·-
,,- ~· . 
Since we· ar~ going to .provide- an original frequency differential ot 20 cps. 
, r . . .. 
' . 
,, 
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- ~- -- ,. ·-·-- _-:..·.... 
-- - .. - -- --- -- -- -
~--·---~-- --,---.. ---c--. -'----"-.. ,:_-r ~--~~ r~terene9 OScill.ater it rouows }.hat th8 trequeD.Cy tOJ' the s~le vapor · ····-- •.. ,. 
. -, -~---·- . ··------···-··-- -----,::.··-~~ 
( . . ' 
. . . ~---,--~_-,____.~~......._--.~ __ ----~-------···osei--llater"" IIWlt be_ ,SO-cps~-wen. optrating with steamo By means- ot -ex- - ·--- .. -·-------:_--~~--~.--.----. -------. --~'- - .'.:""' .. ---·---:--JI·-:--·_,......-~--,-- ..... ' .. 
- ' . 
. . I -
--- -- -
-.-- -- --- -- --:-
;- · . . . . pression (II) wa ean. determine the cor~espond:!ng frequency in- ~ir at ~~ -, 
--··•·•;·-:-- ·~, , .... -,. • -
--... --c-----:c::--;--c-·-"··"'"" •••••• 
1 
- --------- -





-~,. -·-~----~-:_ · temperature~· 
. .JJ- ,; .... 
.. 
t ·- fv J80 · a-= = - I·· 1.12 1.12 '4Q_eps 
S~ the neeessary lengths for the delay l:!nes correspond to the trettueneies 
:--.·-·' ' 
_____________ _ _________ of 357 and :,40· cps respectively· when a-ir is used. ' : 
,, 
Referring to graph 5 the appropriate lengths are- established·~--· The -- --------- _ .. ________________ .. _ 
~, ........... .. 
... ~ 
. ' 
actual testing was carried out ·en a·earef'ul trial am error basis checking 
.. the actua1 r~equeneies produced by means ot a precision transducer and a · 
laboratory frequency me~r. _ This assured that the predicted lengths actually 
produced the desired frequencies. 
., . · ... ' --~-~-,-
--- ____ -_ · ----~· ____ Jgee.ted---Response for-- 109% Methanoi-.--as-----1.---vaJ?!r_i _____________________ -------------------------- ------· -, 
. . -
-. It both vapors are at the same pressure it is valid to· couider 
t, 820 = ,~o.,.fCH30H = 
. t: CU,OH · I CH30H,r~o l.J. X 18 
:.. 
than 
- ,,,_ R .. ;n ~ 
. 
---· -------------·----------.&..a.---.;7,V--------.;,,u_v-- _ _ 
· 
t, CB:,OH · = · i.34 = i3 ~ 284 e~. 
"':',·· 
. __ _,__ _ _ · So the expected r~ge tor the system is 1 -·-, __ 
--
. ---:---,, 
x = · -D'j, {pure water) /Jf = 20 cps (400 - )80) 
------ ,,. _________ _ 
.. (400 - 284) --~ ·- .. · -------~"···-.c··-·. ·- ·--·-- -
-------·-
' ~-. ' 
,. . . 
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. Since the fluidic eiztc-uit ·-m.lSt deal n'!-h vapors- in order to operate_ .. ~ 
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- - . - .... 
such a- system and will deal with the constraints imposed ,nits design by 
both the fiu:l~ic package and the -mixture ot chemical components to be analysed. 
The s:ystem consists of three main parts 1_ a sample container, a steam 
jacket and the fiuid.ic .elements, _The electrical supply is- a 9 volt battery,_ 
which means no external electrical connections are necessary, The ·steam. 
supply is provided _by a 25 psig. steam line. The stream to. be analyzed 
mu~. be availabl.e at 15 psig, 
. ' ' 
: A) Sample Container I This ve~~el -was used_ te hold about two liters of 
•ter .. methanol which was pressurized with com.pressed air at 30 psig, 
" -- -- ' . ' ">- -- • ,--- - - -··--·--- ··-·---·-------·---------------------------- -----------
f 
' -- ' --- '" -- - ------
-----~----------· ----~--------------·-:sy-·steatll-J~~ket: In order to operate as specified by the •nufacturer,- ------ -··. 
the tluidie o~eillators .a,nd beat_ detector must be supplied by dry gases 
., within a certain pressure range. All available i.nfcmnation on the performance-. ., 
.. 
of these components is for dry air at 65° F free ef ·oil and water. (10) -- In 
'1-
th is experiment they are requ:tred to work with both water vapor and methanol 
n,por. So as to insure the -best possible cordi tions the fiuidic package ___ ~---,-----. 
-··-----------·-----------·--··--·- -··------·-------------------------··---···' ------------------- ~------- : 
-----:,--~ ------~ - - ------------·------------ -- - - ------- ----- -- --------------------·---------·---------- --
-
must be operated. in an·· environment which will keep the fin14s in a super-
..... ·-·-···-· -·-·--·····-'·•-··-···· .. ,-.. 
•' ...... - . ··; .. ~,~·-,s .... -, -----
- -------------~~ 
-- - -- ---~-------- --
--· 
<,. 
- -· • 
______ ._.in the low pressure inner chamber, it su.perheats the- steam--and vaporises the .. 





sample mixture 1n its high pressure ehamber • 
Die reason tor the two chambers is_ due to _tbe fact -that. in analysial . 
- the behavior of steam in the Mollier -(Entropy-Ent.halpy) diagram two incem,atible - -
constraints were .... met.- If' the · fiuidie package were kept hot in a -high pressure ,, 1, 
' ' 
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~system· -Diagram ----·-- ----·-·-
'-'---,----"-"-~~-'-"~-~ --------:: -- -------
Removable .·:cap 
~· 
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lid __ =- .. 
blee·d valve 
steq,m .p~es sure· ,-·regu.l·at o·fs 
@ air_ pressure gage 0-60 psi· 
.·0-60 · pS-1----@ st~am_g_~ge_.=.-------------
0) ref.erence steam gage 0-15 psi 




. . . .. 
..._.steam 
trap 
.. : ,,...-.· 
. transduce·r 
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i .. · .· ___ .. ~~~-. ______ tli1s implied ·. that the·. pressure in the j~ket wu1d have to oo @@~· 10 · J)Si .. .. . • (I. " 
-
- ----- ------------ ' . . 
'.... . . 
'--. 
. ·-' .... ·, . 
' --- . - - .. ·--
. 
. 
' --------·--·~···---i.··. ------·-. -- - jacket cou]d·not be lower than that of the steam fl@mllg in the.devices sine•· 
- ---
-~-the .dew point dilferences w,,Jd· cause.' condensation inside ·the circuit aid .;;, :. . ·.? . 
i" .• · render 1 t useless. r 
. -" . 





-The two opposing coniiticms made it neeessary to isolate the tluidic r . 
package inside a low pressure chamber, heated f~_om the outside (hig~ pressure 
chamber) by 20 . psi steam. At the same t:, me, by means · of two independent 
copper ·tubing coils, both the 1ow pressure steam (10 psi) need.Gd te bias the 
·reterenc~ oscillator and the beat detector and the sample mjx~ure (10 psi) 
are superheated in this high pressure. chamber before they enter the low _ 





. · obtained from ~~ ~~-- ~~pply .. thr.oup.- r gulator and--valve· ·2_ and mon:itored __ _ 




'- ., '. _- . -
- --
.. :,_._.-~~--
· -with gauge-2,. placed- on:-the steam jacket. A bl.eed ulve is inelud'9d for the 




• . . 
. trapi Gauges j and 4 monitored the conditioned low pressure steam and. vapor . -
Jdxture just as they come out· of the coils and enter the low pressure chamber. 
~ese va1ues are critical since the operation of the ___ ~!~---~u1~!~-~-,;i.~_v1'l.al ___ . _ .. ___ · --------- --------~ .. ---·--------- -- - - -- -~- ---·-------
. eirctdt--is eallbrated for a eertah 'Value of supply pressur~s ~ • ,... . ·• .;...·· " • ~ ... 'I ...... ~ 
The low pr~ssure chamber or fiuidic package housing •s held at atmospherio -
~ . 
- -·--------» ___ ..... ,,.,..,_,,-,~···-· .. -· ,. 
~ 
. . .. 
. 
cc~ -
-~_:· •.. :. :.~·-;::~ .. --.:--~~pr-essure. thftlugh:a vent which also-·served,,."to drain~.- the-condensed. steam---and. 
-·----------
- - -·--
··- - . 
. 
----~~--· . ...,..-.:_.· 
.. . .,_,_ 
. 
·.. . b. ~ .. -.~ ... :,, 'l~,. 
.- .. ·-
·. . I 
· ·· ---··11etha.Jiol that bled through the fiudie devices. ---
. -. -- -
___ -,,._. -
-- - . 
.. 
ihe 1ast connection to be ·mentioned is that. for the outputs the P/E ·· 
transducer. ·· Its maximum temperature specification required that it be plaeed·~ 
.•·
0 0\1.tside the heated sysWlJI • 
,, ) "I, 
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The whole steam jacket is.thermally insulated with glass 
, I 
toil. 
All the piping is done with 1/411 copper tub~ G'Cept for tb.e main 
~-.: .... -. ___ ::__--_ _.; -·--··-·---,--
It.Mm Supply ~J!. ~ ste81 pipe. 
. ' . ' t·~ ...... - . ~ 
are J>r"1.ded to disconnect :t.h•· 
lines' from the stelm jaeket lid when it has to be Opefl,ed. 
,, 
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Schematic of the System 

















----~----- -----· ----,-._- ---------
Jacket vaporizati.on 
. ~ . . 
heating steam· vent 
regula.ted 
·steam--
,_ .. ':~ . 
J 
--·--------· _ .. --.-··-·----- ---· 
Jacke,t ·superFieating 
"II. 
_· __ ._. ______ _::,_-__________ .. 
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P /V Transducer Frequency 
to analog METER· 
Fl6 15 
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to P/E transducer 
--- --:;,.., 
f.: ·' 
Note: 1 and .2 _ eorres,pond- to supplies d'es.crib.ed -1~-. fig, 1:-·.5., , 
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.. - -· ··---------~--~ 
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. I.,,' , ' ; .. " •,,•I',,,.,.,:·,." ,. . 
· , 
· 
.that is, the :tr8quency signal obtained at the O\\tput ot the transducer varied . . 
. s 
. 
' with the composition of the sam;p1e employed. 
Unfortunately, the output- signal as monitored on an oscllloseope turned 
out to be very noisy and erratical. This rul.ed out the use ot the frequency 
-- - --------~·-· ---·-·-----··---·---- -__________ · ... ~.~.~ to DC comre!'ter ·ael'Jcribed in chapter :, because the output frequency sipal 
----
wa.s not consistent enough to allow the capacitors in the~ circuit to·-eharge 
up and produce an acceptable reading. So ~ the experimental setup we in-
-e1udecl a ~ecision frequency meter to measure the output frequency ot the · 
transdueer directly. 
\ .. 
. Tne predicted values tor tn.e extreme eases or~-_(mtre _wa_ter_) ____ and ... ------"·-,.._..;;..,,-:..---, ----~---·--------.. - - ---·····- .--- - - - -~ ------~ --- - -~ --.-~--- - - ~------------- --- -- ·-·-·······-··· -- . 
. 
- ------· 
-~-----· ~- -- - -- _,_ -- ---
___ _. __ -----· -
,)1j,J 
·.- .. -·-- ...• - ·- - .. - . ~ -
, x=l.00% (pure illetl>a.nol) were 
f output = 20 cps (x=O) 
t output = ll6 cps (:x=lOO) 
-
whioh rendered a span. er 96 cps. 
. , ... 




- .. ...,.... 
The experimental results were, in spite of the scattering clue to the 
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--· .... -----·------·-:;~-~------··--· ___ should be noted though ·_that_:_a ... -tendency-~.:·-p&-t-terit-:-c01Ll:d bit: obsert:ed am· it_ 
-· 
-~- -- · is:__•:uggested~t.hat if]JuLheatlllg-and pressur\zing 1lnit 1s :turthe:r d;;.{;~- - - -
·······--·------- ___ .. _________ to assure a steady nov ot supply steam.and sample mixture vapor,ft the re-
spen,se. ~t the system can be improved • 
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r ·. : ·- Since · the cause. for err a ti cal and noisy b~ha.vio:r ~~·e~ to "be basically . . ·y; ,; 
. -. - - . 
D 
-
-- -w£thin the ·vapori.zing· and pressu.rizing process (su~cessful triaf"'''""fuiis with - ~ .... 
. ~ 
mix.tures of gases tend t~ indicate so) we sugge·st that the st~~.n1jacket. 
- . ' 
arrangement ,be improved to· furnish a steady flow of dry vapor as can -be 
monitored in gauge 4. · 
These improvements could in-elude· the addition of some liquid absorbing 
. -
. - --- .......... --···. 
-- --·--· --.-·- ------·- ·- --· - .. _ ..... ,.~--- -·-· ··- ·-
material in the feed line, such as glass wool or steel wool. · We also suggest .• · 
th.e addition of a. regulating valve in· the sciDlple' vapor line just before it 
• • I •· ' . ·' 
enters ·the lC>W _pressure chamber; in thi-s way a_ more- precise adjustment of the 
supply flow can be insured. In order to test the ~esponse of the system 
. 
. (fluidic package) we suggest to run superheated steam as input to both the 
re.ference · and saDlple oscillators. This way ·results she1:1ld be independent 
$' 
--------- -------------- -~ -- ---- ------~--- -- - - - - ---- ----- -- .... --·--·----···- '••· ------ - ----·---···-·-·-· ·-···----·------·----·--"--- _ ..... ·----··-~·--·----·-- -··-··---- ·-··------.--~-----·---------- . ~- . . . . . ...... . . . ,. - ·---------·------·--•--·----___._,,_---~-----
··-- -
_ ~f ~he· vapori.zi_ng efficiency o~ t~e _ste~. jacke·t. _To do this, :.the input 
. 
' 
''process'' line should be disconnected from the pressurized container and 
,·;.· . 
• '.If' .. ~ 
·,, ': .... 
connected to a low·;press.ure steam supply ·i-±ne;~--'-Thi-s---wa-yoo·rh--·-os-cit-lat-ors-- ----·--
'- ·t.ow' • • 
. ~d beat --detector will be· furnished with a' steady supply of· dry, superheated 
steam .which should render a steady 91.1tput of 20 cps. If this result is 
~ 
------- --~a-Gh~ve-d.,---i-t-be-eeme-s-c-on-e-1-us-i--ve----ev-iden·ee---t--h-a-t the i-ns-t-ab-i-li-ty---pr--oblem----- . 
. · arises from an inefficient vaporiz~ng process f<Jr the sample vapor, ,n<J. 
- ·,_ 
/ 
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